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Delegates Consider
the Opportunities
Generated at The
Event Critical to
Their Success.

Exhibitors Generated
a Signiﬁcant Amount
of Leads &
Partnership
Interests.

Attendees Agree that
the B2B Virtual
Meetings Helped
Them Secure
Beneﬁcial Deals.

Sponsors were
Satisﬁed with the
Audience
Engagement,
Turnout & Thought
Leadership Sessions.

The breakdown of the delegate categories showed attendance of Sales
Person, Executive Director, Business Owners, Facility Professionals, etc. This
proves that the event was successful in reaching an increasingly diverse
audience through authentic engagements.
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55% OF SPONSORS
RE-BOOKED FOR NEXT EVENT

It’s great to witness such a staggering response from Sponsors.
We have always focused on building long-term, strong &
healthy relationships. with all our associates. Their continued
support will inspire us to lead the industry and maintain the
momentum in the years to come.

Pawel Pietrasienski

Director, Intl. Trade, Nevada GoED, Las Vegas

“I was completely honoured to be a speaker for the important panel
discussion regarding hospitality in the post-pandemic age at The innofac
Show. I would like to extend a thank you and congratulations to Organizers
for hosting such a substantial learning event while also offering me the
opportunity to present Nevada’s plans and ideas as we enter into a period
of high growth expansion. This discussion gave me a needed opportunity to
promote Nevada and tell the audience that we are open for business. This
collaborative space was essential in showing that Las Vegas has become a
testing bed for top technologies, speciﬁcally allowing me the time and
space to elaborate on the evolving nature of our hospitality cluster. Again,
thank you for such an incredible event.”

Eric Eisenberg

VP of Hospitality, Pürlin, LLC

“Collaboration and innovation helped make the #innofacshow a great
success. Thank you for your Hospitality Disruption recognition of Pürlin, LLC”

Calvin Stovall

CEO, ICONIC Presentations, LLC

“Thank you for the opportunity! It was an honor to serve as a moderator
along side such brilliant panelists. #BeICONIC!”

Khristina Quigley
Host, Revenue Hacks

“Thank you having me as part of the team! It was super to connect with so
many amazing thought leaders”

Roger A Allen

Group CEO, RLA Global

“Appreciated the invitation and taking part in such a great event with expert
speakers, talking about relevant topics.”

Vicky Smith

Founder, Earth-changers

"Thanks for the invite! I hope it's been a very successful show for you and it
you receive feedback on the session, I'd love to hear it!"

Holly Stiel

Speaker, Consultant, Thank You Very Much Inc

"It was a great pleasure to be a part of The Innofac Show 2021. The
organizers did a stellar job in planning the event and communicating every
detail along the way. They are professional, personable and dedicated. A
truly winning combination."

Biran Patel

Chairman, AAHOA

“Thank you for the opportunity, Very much appreciated.”

Howard Weiss

Hospitality & Entertainment Strategy, AREA15

“Thanks for having me. That was a lot of fun.”

Robert Stevenson
CEO, Intelity

“Thank You again for putting on a great event!! We’re so glad that I could
participate in the Discussion.”

Abid Butt

Managing Director, AB Ambassadors

“Thanks for the invite. Very much enjoyed the conversation with the
esteemed panelists.”

Calvin Tilokee
CEO, Revpar Media LLC

“It was a pleasure to be a part of the show! Thank you for the invitation.”

Lara Paemen
EMEA Director, IFMA

“It was great to be part of this event!”

Are Morch

Customer Experience Coach

“Thanks for the opportunity to share my insight, and being part of this event.
Was a great experience. Look forward to the next event with everyone...”
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This report helps in better understanding the social outreach endeavours and
deciding which platform performed the best and delivered maximum traction.
It will also help in building a foundation for the future social strategies.
It also presents and tracks relevant data to accurately quantify and optimize
the marketing efforts on different social media platforms. We also take a look
at engagement by platform, campaign, age groups, industry, position, etc.
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